SCSC Epilogue Template

- **Epilogue** – The epilogue provides insight into the aftermath of the events detailed in the case study. It should be contained within a separate document and provided for use at the instructor’s discretion. It serves to answer “what happened”, bringing closure to the story. The epilogue is generally written with information gathered during the literary review and interview stages of case development. This information is deliberately omitted from the body of the case study to enable students to engage in critical thinking, decision making, and creative problem solving activities, without the aid of a fully detailed account of occurrences. The epilogue may also include additional material that may not have been available at the conclusion of the project or event.

  - **Post Decision/Mission Information** – Explain the events which occurred after the challenges were addressed. Was the project or mission successfully completed? Were there additional challenges? Was the final decision well supported? Consider including the following:
    - **NASA’s Decision** – What was the official decision of the Mission Management Team? Were other NASA officials involved in the decision making process?
    - **Lessons Learned** – Review the lessons learned from the project or mission challenges. Were techniques modified? Were new systems put in place as a result of the decision?

  - **References** - List all supporting websites, articles, journals, etc. used within your document using the Chicago Manual of Style format. Be sure to also include references for all images and drawings included within your document.